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Development of a Laboratory Compaction-Degradation
Test for Shales

BARNEY C, HALE, C.W. LOVELL, AND L.E. WOOD

Hard but nondurable shales must frequently be incorporated in embankments
¡n the M¡dwest. lt ¡s essential that these shales be thoroughly degraded and
compacted into thin, dense l¡fts, Yet there is no simple, widely accepted labo-
ratory test for predicting the diff¡culties of mechanical degradat¡on. The de-
velopment of a lâboratory compact¡on-degradat¡on test that will make it pos-
s¡ble to compare the behavior of shales in the laboratory with their behavior
during the construct¡on process is described. After testing three very different
lndiana shales over a range of gradat¡on and compaction variables, it was con-
cluded that two types of compaction tests are su¡table for this purpose: im-
pact and stat¡c, Degradat¡on was evaluated by sieving both before and after
compaction and was expressed as the reduct¡on in mean aggregate size caused
by compaction (the ¡ndex of crushing). The stat¡c compact¡on test allows the
ready evaluation of compact¡ve work (rather than nom¡nal compactive energy),
and the impact test has the advantages of familiarity and acceptance by al-
most all testing laboratories. lt is l¡kely that the ¡mpact test will be more
widely accepted for the stated purpose. The development of the laboratory
test is an ¡mportant first step, but correlat¡on of the laboratory values with
breakdown under f¡eld rolling is necessary before the total eng¡neer¡ng ob¡ec-
tíve is achieved.

The excessive settlenents and failures of many em-
bankments constructed of shale materials have led to
najor investigations concerning the properties and
behavior of shales. It has been found that the
deterioration of shale that results from weathering
plays a rnajor role in the poor performance record of
shale embanknents.

Durable shales, which can vrÍthstand the weather-
ing process, will perforn satisfactorily when placed
as rock fi11. Nondurable shales, however¡ nust be
thoroughly broken down during compaction and placed
as soil fil1. shales that are mechanically hard but
nondurable present special probl-ens in relation to
construction techniques.

The current practice of breaking nondurable
shales down ínto soil fill ¡nakês it all the more im-
portant to un¿lerstand shale degradâtion during com-
paction. Laboratory tests nay bè helpful in defin-
ing the conpaction and degradation functions of
shales. These functions may ultimately be relateil
to field conditions.

The vrork by Bailey (1) establ-ished a basis for
lâboratory degradation têsts. Thê study reported
here concentrated on the dêvelopment of a single
standard testing procedure and its application to
troublesone hdiana shaLes.

REVIET OF LITERÀTURE AND EXPERIENCE

Sha1es are the nost abundant of the cornmon sedinen-
tary materials. Although shales are generally de-
fined as argillaceous sediments that display fis-
sility, a large nu¡nber of definitions have been

developed l2'). The definition presented by Petti-
john (3) and by Underwooal (A) and adopted for this
study is that shale is the more highly indurated and
generã1ly físsile equivalent of claystone and/ot
s iltstone .

Mead (5) proposed a classification syste¡n that
divided shales into tvro groups: compaction shales
and ce¡nented shales. The compaction shales are con-
solidated by the weight of overlying sediments and
Iack significant amounts of intergranular cenen-
tation. The cemented shales are strongly bonded by
either cementing agents or recrystallization of the
clay rninerals. The conpaction shales are generally
softer and more subject to sJ-aking (a rapid disinte-
gration caused by cycles of r.retting and drying) than
the cemented shales. The cêmented shales are harder
and more durable and may be successfully used as
rocklike naterial-s in embankment constructíon.

According to Pettijohn (f), the fissility ex-
hibíted by shales is the resul-t of both the compac-
tion and conco¡ûnitant recrystallization during for-
¡nation as well as the paral-Iel orientation of the
micaceous constituents at the time of deposition.
Ingra¡n (6) used three do¡ninant types of breaking
characteristics to classify the fissility of shale
as massive, flaggy, or flaky. Massive shales have
no preferred dírection of breaking and produce
blocky fragments. Flaggy shales break into frag-
ments of varying thickness that have much greater
lengths and widths and two approxirnately parallel,
flat sides. Flaky shales split along irregular sur-
faces parallel to the bedding planes and produce
flakes, thin chíps, and wedgelike fragments.

Road cuts for highways constructed Ín the nid-
\Àrestern United States often encounter shale. Eco-
nomic and environmental considerations generally
make the usê of the excavated naterial in nearby
conpacted embankment sections more desirable. How-
evèr' the poor strength and durability characterís-
tics of many shales, ålong with inadequate construc-
tion procedures, have resul-ted in several undesir-
able èxpêriences with conpacted shale embankments.

Excessive settlement and slope failures of large
shale enbankments have occurred in several states
(7). Such èmbanknent failures 1ed to thê inítiation
of research and development programs by the Indiana
State Highway Cornmission (ISHC) through the Joint
Highway Research Project at Purdue University (8).
Reports from these studies on the follo!¡ing subjects
have been completed: the classification of shales
(2,9), shale compaction and degradation characteris-
tics (1), the storage anal retrieval of existing data
on rndiana shales (10), thê shear-strength param-
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eters of conpacted shales (!L), and the compressi-
bility of compacted shales (!!). In addition to the
work at Purdue, the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Ex-
perinent Stâtion has conducted a three-phase shaLe
research project for the Federal Highway Administra-
tion (FHWA) (13).

In previous construction practices, shales that
appeared competent were placed in J-arge pieces as
rock fills. Softer shales were placed as soil
fiI1s, but the presence of harder sedimentary rocks
(limestone or sandstone) prevented cotnplete compäc-
tion (14). These procedures l-eft large voids within
the embankmènts. Dísintegration of the shale ted to
collapse of the openings, a loss of interlocking
ãmong the pieces, and the disruption of drainage,
which resulted in serious settlements and possible
enbankment failures.

According to Deo (2), shates that are identified
as nondurable, or "soillike", should be thoroughly
broken down during construction to eliminate the
presence of large voids within the conpacted rnass.
This approach is supported by Vtood and others Ggland is currently used by ISHC. Softr nondurable
shales general-ly do not present å najor problern in
relation to breakdown during cornpaction. However,
nany shales in Indiana are hard and ¿lifficult to
degrade despite their lack of durabitity. For these
shales, special compaction procedures must be used
to increase the probability of a successful
embank¡nent service life.

The policy of thoroughly breaking doh'n shales
during embankment construction e¡nphasizès the impor-
tance of understanding the shale degrå¿lation that
results from conpaction. Appropriate definition of
the degradation functions would be most directly
achieved through field compaction tests. yet the
expense of field tests and Iimitations of current
knowledge on shale degradation would reduce the ef-
fectiveness of any najor field testing prograrn. A
standard compaction-degradation test and an assort-
ment of compaction variables could be.used to gener-
ate the degradation functions in the Laboratory.
Ultimately, the results and experiences fron the
Iaboratory studies could be coupled with compaction
observations in the fielil. If there v¡ere sufficient
data fro¡n both laboratory and field studies, shale
degradation during field compaction could be quanti-
tativêly predicte¿l fro¡n the results of laboratory
testing only.

Bailey (1) estâblished a basÍs for studies of
shale degradation. He performed four types of labo-
ratory conpaction tests on sanples Õf Attica (Indi-
ana) shale and analyzed the relation among degrada-
tion, conpaction effort, and unit $¡eight. From
these results, Bailey found that both densification
and degradation appeared to be self-1i¡nitíng reac-
tions regardless of co¡npactive effort, noisture cÕn-
tent, or initial gradation. Baíleyrs experiences
were used as guidelines in this study, the purpose
of which vras to develop a single standard test pro-
cedure and to apply the Èest to selected, trouble-
sone Indiana shales.

DEGRÀDATION TEST PROGRAM

Thê degradation of shale that occurs during
cornpaction is affected by a nunber of factors. The
most evident factors are type of shale, method of
compaction, and compactive effort. Other variables
include initial gradation, maximum size, and
¡noisÈure content. This pâper reports the testing of
three shales by two methods of compaction and over a
range of conpactive efforts. The effects of initial
gradation, maximum aggregate size, and rnoísture
content were also covered and are reported elsewhere
(15).
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Nunerical Representation of Gradations

During the compaction process, fracturing, abrasion,
and moisture effects break down individual shale
pieces. The result is a compacted ¡nateriaf that has
a gradation different from that of the uncompacted
natería1". Therefore, a measure of the gradation
change serves as an indicator of the anount of
degradation that has occurred.

Gradation coefficients have been developed to
provide a numerical value representing a grain-size
curve. The index of crushing (IC) is a gradation
index based on the summation of the weighted
fractions of several size groups. Aughenbaugh and
others (I0) have described the use of the IC as a
measure of aggregatê degradation during compaction.
The percentage of the sanple by weíght within a size
range is multiplied by a factor equal to the mean
equivalent mesh size of that range. The sumnation
of the vâl-ues from each size group represents one
gradation. The actual IC value is cornputêd as the
difference betvreen the numerical represêntations of
the ínitial and fínal gradations and is expressed as
a percentage of the value from the initial
gradation. As Hãle (15) shows, the gradation values
in the IC represent the mean or average aggregate
size of the initial and final gradations. The IC is
thus a measure of change in the mean aggregate size.

The IC rnakes it possible to compåre samples that
have dissi¡nilar initial gradations. The IC is based
on real ¡neasures of aggregate size and weight
percentages. According to BaiJ-ey (!),

Vlhen degradation is expressed as the percent
change in the gradation index, thus relating both
initial and final conditions, the "real" base of
the weighting factors allows direct comparison of
samples vrithout the neecl for scaling or oversize
corrections. This enables degradation compari-
sons betvreen small-scale laborätory tests and
actual field compaction.

The successful use of the IC by Bailey, the
abiLity to use the IC for samples that have
different initial g.radations, and the concept of
¡nean aggregate size'lêd to the use of the IC as the
prinary measure'of degradation for this study.

Selection and Description of Têst Shales

Three fndiana shales--Nev, Providence, Osgood, and
Palestine--were selected for use in the testing
program. The relative proportions of the clay
mineraÌs in each shale r.rere estimated by using the
peak amplitudes from X-ray diffraction as a rough
quantitative guide (see Figure 1). These clay
ninerals are the ones commonly expècted in
rnidwestern shales. Swelling is not a major concern
with these shales.

New Providence shale lies at the base of the
Val¡neyeran (Osage) series of the lfississippian
syste¡n. The shal-e is gray, medium hard, and f1aky.
It is classified as hard and nondurable (]Z) and has
a specific grâvity of 2.77.

The Osgood shale is a ¡nember of the Salamone
dolornite and lies at the base of the Niagaran series
in the Silurian system. The Osgood shale ís
blue-gray, hard, and flaggy. ft is classified as
hard and nondurable ($) and has a specífic Aravity
of. 2.8]-.

The Palestine shã]e is part of the Palestine
sandstone formation in the Chester series of the
Mississippian system. The rocks of the Chester se-
ries consist of shales, sandstones, and limestones
in relatively thin strâta. The Palestine shale is
brown-gray, soft, and flaky and can best be dès-
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Figure 1, Est¡mated relative proport¡ons of clay m¡nerals in test shales.

SHALE CLAY MINERAL ìELATIVE PROPORTIONS

NEW

PROVIDENÔ

ILLITE

KAOLINITE

CHLORITE

OSGOOD
ILLITE

KAOLINITE

PALESTINE

ILLITE

KAOLINITE

CHLORITE

Table 1, Summary of compactive-effort var¡ables.
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were still included, Changes in maximum size and/or
gradation were found to affect the magnitudes of
degradätion, but the rel-ative values (for one shale
with respect to others) were unchanged (ItL).

Degradation was also significantly affected by
moisture content ($) , but the shales were tested at
their natural moisture levels to avoid the undesir-
able effects of eíther wett.ing or drying (f). A1-
though the val-ues of moisture content varied among
thê three shales, the noisture contents for sanples
from any particular shaLe were relatively uniform.

Irnpact Tests

The impact tests vrere sirnilar to the Proctor-type
compaction procedure in that a s¡nall-faced hammèr
was dropped on the sample material a specified
nu¡nber of times. The equipment and compactive ef-
forts were modified to satisfy the special needs of
the testing progran (15).

A 15.24-cm (6-in) diameter steê1 Califoria bear-
ing ratio (cBR) mold was used to accomnodate the top
aggregate size of the sanple gradation. Bailey (l)
reported problems of additional degradation induced
during the renoval fro¡n the mold of the more tightly
compacted shale samples. To alleviate this problem
and aid samplê removal, a1l- samples r,rerê compacted
in a split CBR mold.

The different levels of comPactive effort were
control-Ied by the weight and drop of the hãmmer' the
number of layers, and the number of bLows per
Iayer. Table 1 summarizes the conbinations of vari-
ables used to obtain each effort level.

The conpacted samples were separated by hand and
dry-sieved through the nest of sieves used in the
sample preparation. A nore conplete description of
the sieving process is given by Hale (15). After
sieving, the materiat from each of the size groups
was weighed on a scale accurate to 0.1 g. A portion
of the samplê material vras oven-dried at 105oC
(220oFt for one week to determine the sanple mois-
ture content. once the initial- and final sample
gradations were knoh'n, the IC was determined.

Static Tests

The static tests were characterized by the slow ap-
plication of a load distributed over the entire face
of the sample. As in the inpact tests' ¡nodifica-
tions in equipnent and procedures were aleveloped to
satisfy the special requirements of the static test-
ins (fg) .

The static compaction test had an advantage over
the irnpact test in the deternination of conpactive
energy. The totat compactive work done on å sample
coul-d be cãlculated by neasuring the load tluríng the
compaction process and the resídual deformation of
the sanple. A dial gagê was attached to the loading
ram to evaluate the deformation of each statically
compacted sa¡nple. The compactive effort in the
static tests varied only in the highest load applied
to the sample. The four levels used were 500, 1000,
2000, and 3000 kPa (72.5' I45.0r 290.0' and 435.0
Ibf,/in2 ) .

Each sample was conpacted in three layers. A

loose layer of material rras place¿l in the mold, the
loading ram hras positioned and seäted, and the en-
tire assembly was then placed in a conpression test-
ing machine for toading. The load was increased to
the desired level and then released inmediateJ.y.
After conpaction óf the final layer, the sample was
trimmed, vreigheal, and dry-sieved by using the pro-
cedure described for the irnPact tests.

r,oad and defornation erere monitoreil for each
1ayer. Values fron the conpression-machine load
gage were recorded at regular time intervals during
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Note: I kJ/m3 = zo,e ft.ltfTtt3; 1 kg = 2.2 lb; I cm = 0.39 in.
Añerican Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials standa¡d

effort is 596 kJ/m3 and modified effort i$ 2680 kJ/m3.

cribed as a transition between shale and sandstone.
It is cl-assified as soft and nondurable (1Z) and has
a specific gravity of. 2.73.

Testi Procedur

Research has shown that the impact and static neth-
ods of compaction denonstrate features suitable for
a standard compaction-degradation test (15). A

testing progra¡n was developed to examinê the repeat-
ability of the cornpaction process involved in each
method. Samples of the New Providence, osgood' and
Pal-estine shales vrere prepared in an identical man-
ner to recluce the test variation. The use of four
levels of compactive effort in both the impact and
static tests perrnitte¿l the effects of compactive ef-
fort on degraclation and compacte¿l density to be
¿lemonstrated.

Sample Preparation

The excavation methods used to obtain the shal-e
produced a number of large pieces. The large pieces
$'ere broken down with a carpenter's hanmer to
prepare sanples suitable for testing. The broken
shale was then dry-sieved through a nest of sieves
with mesh sizes of 38.I,19.1' 9.52,4.76,2.38,
1.19, 0.59, 0.30, and 0.15 mm (1.5, 0.75, 0.375, no'
4, no.8, no.16, no.30, no.50, and no.100) and a

pan. A 5.0-kg (11.0-lb) sample vras prepared
immediately before testing by blending the different
sizes to fit a cunulative distribution of gradation
that conforned to the following general equation:

P/loo = (d/D)n (1)

where

P = percentage passing anY síeve'
d = sieve nesh size, and
D = top aggregate size.

A value of n - J. provided a well-graded mix in which
the Iarger pieces predominated but the finer sizes



Note: 1 kPa = 0.145 lbf/¡n2
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Figure 2. Load versus time,

Figure 3. Deformat¡on versus t¡me.

Note: 1 mm = 0,039 in.

Figure 4. Compaction effort versus lC for ¡mpact compaction.

coMPAoTloN EFFoRT (lt9xto1
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tiplying the ratio of the nold volume to the final
sarnple volume.

RESULTS OF TESTING PROGR.AIVT

Impact Tests

hpact tests that involved four level-s of compactive
effort were perforned on each of the three shalês.
As Figure 4 shows, degradation generally increased
with increasing compactive effort. The relation be-
tween degradation and compactive effort generalty
agreed with the results of shale degradation tests
performed by Bailey (1). Bailey also reported a
liniting maximum value of degradation with increas-
ing conpactive effort. No limiting degradation
values were observed for the shales in the conpac-
tive efforts used in these impact tests.

The Palestine shale at the third conpactive l-evel
[1450 kJ/m. (30 300 ft.lbflft3 ) ] deviated from
the trend of increasing ¿legradation. The snaller IC
value was attributed to problens with separation of
the compacted sample before dry sieving. The co-
herence of the Palestine shale co¡npacted at levêl 3
created a sampLe that coutd not be separated h'ithout
inducing an unknown amount of degradation. Keepíng
the effort of separation to a ninimum increased the
probability of representing a Iump containing sev-
eral pieces as a single aggregate size. The prob-
lems encountered with the Palestine samples at 1evel
3 prevented the degradation analysis of the pales-
tine shale at any higher level of effort.

Figure 5 shows a typical aggregate sizê
distribution for the group of four i¡npact compaction
samples of New Providence shale and provides an
important key to understanding thê degradation
pattern of the shales. The initial gradation is
shown in Figure 6. Aggregates in the 38- to 19-mm
(I.5- to 0.75-in) size group experienced the
greatest percentage weÍght change. Fragnents
produced by the breakdown of the large pieces were
distributed over the entire size range, which
increased the åmounts of smaller sizes. Aggregates
in the nedium size range also degraded. However, to
some extent, fragments from larger aggregates
replaced the brÕken, nedium-sized aggregates. The
overall degrailation process produced a final
differential frequency distribution that was flatter
than the initial clistribution and hacl a smal-ler mean
aggregate size (conpare Figures 5 and 6).

The dry density shown in Figure 7 also increased
v¡ith increasing compactive effort. The compaction
tests rêported by Bailey (1) indicated limiting
maximum values of dry density as the compactive
effort increased. Although no actual 1i¡nits were
reached in this testíng progran, the density curves
for each of the shales show a tendency to become
asymptotic at the higher level-s of compactive effort.

A direct comparison of the alry-density values for
the three shales at any givèn compâctive effort is
misleading because of the differences in specific
gravity among the shales. The use of the percentage
solids is defined below:

Percentage solids = volume of solids/total volume A)

This provides a measure that corrects for
difference in specific gravity.

the

Table 2 gives the values of percentage solids for
the shales at each leve1 of co¡npactive effort. The
values in Table 2 indicate that, for a given effort
leve1 and â constant nold volume, the volurne of
solids is alnost identical regardtess of the shale
type. An acco¡npanying conclusion is that the volume
of voids is also identical at a given effort level.
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the conpaction process. As the load approached the
higher values, the slope of the toäd-tine curve in-
creased sharply (see Figure 2).

The sample deformation, measured by the loading-
ran ilial gage, displayed the relation between linear
deformation and tÍme shown in Figure 3 during toad-
ing. On release of the 1oad, the defornation showed
a sharp decrease that indicated the elastic rebounil
of the sanple. Only the residual deformation, mea-
sured as the difference in the dial-gage reaaling be-
fore and after loading, was used in calculating the
work input. Since the elastic portion of the total
deformation hras assumed to have a linear relation
with 1oad, the relation between resiclual deformation
and load was also linear.

The r,¡ork input could be calculated by using the
trapezoidal rnethod to estimate the area beneath the
load-residual dèformation curve. The total compac-
tive work input for a sample v¡as taken as the sumna-
tion of the work that had been applied to each layer
in the sample. This quantity was normalized by mul-
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Figure 5. Aggregate s¡ze distribut¡ons for New Providence shale at impact
compaction level of effort 1,

Figure 7. Effect of impact oompact¡on effort on compacted dry density.

OOMPACTION EFFORT (!+ XIO!)

ooMPAGTION EFFORT 1{¡

Table 2. Average values of percentage sol¡ds for impact compaction samples
by level of compactive effort,
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The degradation of the material during compaction
resulted in different final gradations for each
shale. As èxplained previously, degradation is
characterized by a reduction in the anount of large
aggregates and an increase in the amount of s¡na1Ier
sizes.

The variability of thè compaction process was in-
dicated by examining the results of tests repeated
four ti¡nes at each effort level. The coefficient of
variation (the ratio of the standard deviation to
the mean' expressecl as a percêntage) Provided an ap-
propriate measure of variability. Table 3 gives the
mean Ic value and the coefficient of variation for
èach efforb Ievel.

The lowest cornpactive effort (Ievet 1) consis-
tently displaced the greatest variation. The varia-
tion decreased as the cornpactive effort increasecl to
effort levels 2, 3, and 4. The Palestine shale did
not follow this trend. The variation at level 3 for
the Palestine shale was larger than the variation at
leve1s 1 and 2 because of the problerns encountered
\dich sanple separation.

The aggregate size distribution of the four
samptes of New Proviclence shale shown in Figure 5

helps to explain the observed variatíon. The varia-
tion in the IC value r.eflects the variability within
particular size groups over the entire size range.
The distributions for effort level 1 show the great-
est variability within the 38.1- to 9.5-nìn (1.5- to
0.38-ín) size range and significant variation within
the 9.5- to 0.3-mm (0.38- to 0.01-in) range. For
effort levels 2, 3, and 4' the variation decreases
and is generally concentrated in the 38.I- to 4.8-run
(1.5- to 0.19-in) size range.

The variability in the testing Process and the
shale accounts for the small range and relatively
Iow values of the coefficent of variation observed
for the higher levels of compactive efforÈ. The
large variâtion of the loi\'est leveI of effort re-

Shale Level I Level 2

New Providence
Osgood
Palestine

Table 3. Mean lC value and coeffic¡ent of variation for impact compact¡on
samples,

lCYatue (%)

Shale Effort Level
Coefficient of

Mean Variation

Level 3 Level4

t9.t38.r 4.4 2.4

SIEVE MESH

76
75
75

73
73

71
69
70

68
67
68

New Providence

Osgood

Palestine

25.7
3'1.6
43.9
51 .1

20.6
25.1
42.t
48.6

36.0
5 1.8
46.9

10.4
5.6
5.0
3.9

20.2
4.4
1.9
3.3

6.7
1.1

10.0

flects rnore than testing or naterial variability and
is nainly the result of the relation betÌreen the
rnechanics of aggregate breakage and the forces pro-
duced by the compaction process. The delivery of
the conpactive effort creates loading conditions
that cause compressive, shearing, bending' and tor-
sional stresses. rndividual aggregates fail when
their ability to withstand the stresses Ís ex-
ceeded. The loads are transferred within the layer
through the contact points between aggregates.
Thus, the distribution of contact points in the
sânp1e directly affects the influence of the compac-
tíon process on single âggregates.

The breakíng and rearrangernent of aggregates dur-
ing compaction create new contact points that trans-
fer additional stresses to aggregätes that nay have
previously experienced only linited loading. The
loads åt the lowest effort level caused some degra-
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dation but did not produce a sufficient increase ín
contâct points to establish a uniform distributíon
of contact points within the sample. Thus, based on
their random position within the sampl-e, so¡ne âggre-
gates experienced only minimum stresses and did not
fail.

The 38.1- to 4.8-mn (1.5- to 0.19-in) range in
the size distributions for the compacted shale

Figure 8, Compact¡ve work versus lC: stat¡c compast¡on.

Notê:1J=O,73ft.lbf.
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sample represents the largest ancl heaviest single
aggregates. The variability in percentage weight
observed for the larger sizes reflects the influence
of a relatively small number of aggregates. There-
fore, the variation of the low effort leveL (Figure
5) reflects differences in the nu¡nber of large ag-
gregates that survived the conpaction process.

The more unifor¡n distribution of contact points
created by effort levels 2, 3, and 4 probably
ensured that every large aggregate woutd be
significantly loaded. Since every aggregate was
influenced by the compactive forces, the variation
in degradation decreased for samples compacted at
these higher levels.

Static Tests

The results of the static compactíon tests repeated
the general trends of the impact tests.

The compactive work input was determine¿l from the
area under the load-residual deformatíon curve for
each statically compacted sample. The hypothesis
adopted was that a rneâsurement of the work actually
performed on a sample would give a better insight
into the relations åmong conpactive èffort, dry
density, and degradaÈion.

À plot of degradatíon versus compactive work in-
put is shown in Figure 8. The density-work rel,ation
becomes nearly linear for the shales when the dif-
ferences in specific gravity are considered. The
use of the percentage-solids term corrects for the
differences in specific Aravity and produces the re-
lation shown in Figure 9. Linear regression analy-
sis performed on the data points for work vèrsus
percentage solids resulted in the following equation:

Percentage ro¡¿s = [0.59 + 0.000 14 (work)] x 100 R2 = 0.95 (3)

The loads applied during the compaction process
lead tÕ an increase in sarnple deformation and a cor-
responding increase in density. Both load and de-
formation may be related to density, as shown in
Figures I0 and 11. The total sample deformation
wí1I eventualì.y reach a maximun as the loads con-
tinue to increase. No further densification witl
occur after this point is reached and a correspond-
ing liniting value for density is approached.
Therefore, after maxi¡num deformation (and maxinum
density) has been reached, compactíve energy is
wasted.

CONCLUSIONS AND SELECTION OF A STANDARD TEST

Both the impact and static compaction tests possess
the simplicity and availability that are desired for
a standard test. These tests also displayed suffi-
cient repeatabitity at the moderate and high effort
levels. The relations among conpactive effor!, dry
density, and degradation established by each conpac-
tion nethod were similar, atthough not identical.
Based on the âbove conclusíon, eíther form of test-
ing could serve as â standard test.

The unique features offered by each testing
method were evaluated before one test wås selected
over the other. The main advantage of the static
test was its ability to measure the compactive
work. The linear relation betweên work and density,
as well as the concept of limiting work and density
values, indicate that the expression of conpactive
work is rnore logical than the expressions of nominal
conpactive energy currently used. Unfortunately,
compactive work during field compaction is difficult
to measure and is generally neglected in favor of
terms describing the compaction equipnent and number
of passes.

A comparison of the density-degradation relation
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Figure 9, Percentage solids versus compactive work for all shales: static com.
paction.
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Figure 10. Load versus compasted dry dens¡ty: static compaction.
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Figure 1 1. Residual deformat¡on versus compacted dry dens¡ty: stat¡c com-
paction,

Noter 1 cm = 0.39 in; I kg/m3 = 0.062 lb/ft3.
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Figure 12, Comparison of relation between dry dens¡ty and degradat¡on for
impact and static comPaction.

1600 t700 1800 1900 2000 2loo 2200

DRY DENSITY (k9/mr)

shown in Figure 12 reveals higher values of dry
density for the inpact sanples than for static
samples at equivalent level-s of degradation. The

higher density values for the inpact tests rêflect
the anount of aggregatê movement that occurrêd
during the compaction process. This increased
movement gave the pieces a greater opportunity to
establish a more dense packing. Aggregate movenent
in the static compaction was nore restricted.
Because of this behavior, Iarge aggregates would
fracture during the static loadíng, but the
resuJ-ting fragrnents would essentially renain in
pIace. The increased degradation would have Iíttle
effect on the dry density without the rearrangenent
of the broken fragments.

Al-though neither the impact nor the static test
directly models field compaction' the aggregate
movement of the impact test will more closely
approach the behavior of shal-e during field
conpaction. The impact test also has the advantage
of being a well-known and accepted procedure in
geotechnical laboratories and is backed by a vast
amount of experience.

The adväntages of the conpactive-work expression
favor static compaction as a research too1.
Hor¡¡ever, the results of this testing program
indicated that the performance and background of the
impact test favor the impact form of compactive
effort. These reasons' along with the previous
discussions, led to the selection of the i¡npact tèst
as the preferred compaction nethod for a standard
test.

The four leve1s of compactivê effort used in the
impact tests provided an opportunity to observe the
effect of compaction energy on degradation and dry
dênsity. Hoe¡ever' only one effort level was desired
to evaluate lhe effect of other compaction variables
or to classify the degradability of shales. The

lowest effort leve1 consistently displayed the
greatest variation in the test results. Thê higher
conpactive efforts--Ieve1s 2, 3, ãnd 4--produced
results with sufficient repeatability. However,
levels 3 and 4 proved to be too severe for the
softest shale. For thêse rêasons, effort level 2

l79O kJ/n3 (16 500 ft'lbf/ft3 ) I was selected
as the most approPriate effort leve1 for the impact
test.

In summary, the imPact test method at the
790-kJ/m3 effort level was selected as the
standard compaction-degradation test for shales.
This test can now be used to evaluate the êffect of
laboratory compaction variables on shales or as a

classification test for the mechanical degradability
of shales. The practical neaning of the laboratory
values must be developecl through field experience.
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